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The humanistic response to the perpetual problem of war and peace has always been divided 

into two fields directly opposed: on the one hand a martial ethos, on the other an irenic culture. Both 

of these approaches are linked to obsessions. An obsession made of fame, reputation and honor in 

the first case. An obsession made of human dignity, freedom, and a more rigorous application of 

Christian morality in the second case. Machiavelli was the first great modern theoretician of martial 

ethos, Erasmus the first great modern promoter of the irenic culture. 

With the Cold War, wars between major national armies have disappeared, and many of the 

greatest mass destruction tools have disappeared at the same time. Asymmetric wars have not 

produced and will never produce anything like the Second World War siege of Saint Petersburg.  

The last conflict that directly involved two great powers, the Korean War, dates back to seventy years 

ago. The last territorial war between two regular armies, the one fought between Ethiopia and Eritrea, 

has been over since already fifteen years. Civil wars are also less common than those of the recent 

past. Today, they are less than a quarter than they were at the end of the Cold War. 

Although it is certainly true that post Cold War conflicts are unquestionably longer than those 

of the recent past, it is also true that these conflicts are by far and large less lethal and much smaller 

in dimension and scope. In recent years, despite persistent commitments to the Middle East and 

Central Asia, the number of U.S. troops deployed overseas is the smallest since the Thirties.The last 

decade has seen lesser losses in war than any decade of the last hundred years. Worldwide, the 

deaths directly caused by a war of a kind or another have exceeded in the new century fifty thousand 

a year, just over half of those in the Nineties, almost a third of those yearly recorded during the Cold 

War. If we take into account the grown of the world population, this decline is in relative terms even 

more pronounced. Far from being a time of murderous anarchy, the quarter century that separates 

us from the end of the Cold War is an era of increasing pacification. 

During the Second World War, the allies killed hundreds of thousands of civilians, in cities such 

as Dresden and Tokyo, not by accident but for a conscious choice. As far as possible, modern 

military planning excludes the involvement in operations and the killing of civilian populations. Such 

a sharp decline in "operations against value" has been followed by an equally sharp decline in the 

glorification of the martial attitudes. Moreover, modern technologies are making war less brutal. 

Attack systems capable of hitting depth almost autonomously make unnecessary the use of 

thousands of heavily armed troops launched in battles that often forced the exodus of large numbers 

of civilians and destroyed valuable property. 

Improvements recorded by medical science have made combat operations less lethal than 

before. For a U.S. Army serviceman wounded in combat in Iraq and Afghanistan the probability of 

losing its life is ten percent, which is three times lower than it was during the Second World War.  

On the other hand, this progress involves a much larger number of veterans in need of continued 

care, which makes the recourse to the military instrument more and more expensive and 

psychologically burdensome on the whole society. 

The observation that a democracy does not fight against another democracy has proved to be 

empirically correct, but it is also true that democracies have proven them perfectly willing, able, and 

prepared to combat non democracies. Consequently, the strong contraction in the number of non 

democracies in the last thirty years has led to a parallel contraction in the number of conflicts and in 

their probability. 

In the early Nineties, a huge number of peacekeeping missions were launched. In a few years, 

the United Nations committed itself to a number of peace missions greater than those undertaken 

since the time of its birth.  
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Many of these missions quite quickly ended in a failure. However, the international missions now 

deployed to maintain some ceasefire are experiencing a greater level of success. Over the last ten 

years, only ten percent of the ceasefire imposed by these international missions has been violated, 

against the over fifty percent typical of the missions launched soon after the end of the Cold War. 

If in Italy, and especially in Italy, the international system of the last twenty-five years is 

perceived as a much more violent place than it really has been, it is certainly because of the largest 

volume of information available on wars, but above all, it is owed to the remarkable affirmation of a 

Martial Ideology, Geopolitics, presented as an empirical social science. Despite geopolitical 

considerations, empirical evidence shows that the contemporary international system is far from 

being a multi-polar one. Stability is ensured by the only hegemonic power emerged at the end of a 

long selection process that began with the Thirty Years War, namely the United States. The wars in 

Iraq and Afghanistan were wars of choice driven by logic of hegemony, not challenges launched by 

emerging powers. 

Nothing and no one seems able to alter nowadays hegemonic nature of the international 

system, even in perspective. The People's Republic of China spends less than a seventh in defense 

of what the United States does spend. Continuing this, two generations will not be enough to allow 

for a strategic parity between the People's Republic of China and the United States. In any case, a 

military conflict with its largest customer and debtor would damage the commercial position of the 

People's Republic of China, endangering its prosperity regardless of the outcome of that conflict. 

Lastly, the Russian Federation is far from breaking present day international hegemonic system to 

replace it with another one, as it was at the time of the Soviet Union, merely claiming a different, 

more important, position within it. 

 

 


